Stable Storage of Helium in Nanoscale Platelets at Semicoherent Interfaces
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He implanted into metals precipitates into nanoscale bubbles that may later grow into voids, degrading the properties of engineering alloys. Using multiscale modeling, we show that a different class of He precipitates may form at semicoherent interfaces: nanoscale platelets. These platelets grow by wetting high-energy interface regions, remain stable under irradiation, and reduce He-induced swelling. Stable storage of He at interfaces may impart unprecedented He resistance to future structural materials.

PACS numbers: 68.35.-p, 61.72.J-, 61.80.-x, 61.82.-d

He is a byproduct of nuclear reactions that create α particles (He nuclei) and degrades engineering alloys [1] by accelerating radiation-induced embrittlement [2], swelling [3,4], and surface deterioration [5,6]. Even refractory metals are subject to He damage [7,8]. The insolubility of He is the root cause of its destructiveness: any measurable He concentration in a metal precipitates out into 1–2 nm diameter bubbles [9]. Boundaries between crystalline grains are considered especially susceptible to He bubble formation [10,11].

However, at interfaces in certain layered metal composites, no bubbles are observed up to He concentrations of several atomic percent: orders of magnitude higher than the bulk solubility limit [12–14]. In this Letter, we use multiscale modeling to demonstrate that this surprising absence of bubbles is due to localized wetting of interfaces with nanoscale He platelets that remain stable even under irradiation. These platelets store He nearly three times more efficiently than spherical bubbles. Because they enable the formation of He platelets, solid-state interfaces—far from being a structural material’s weakest links—may reduce He-induced degradation, bringing us a step closer to safe, clean, and inexpensive nuclear energy.

The interfaces of interest here are formed between copper (Cu)—a face centered cubic (fcc) metal—and one of three body centered cubic (bcc) metals: niobium (Nb), molybdenum (Mo), or vanadium (V). We use these semicoherent interfaces as model systems to explore the interaction between He and the networks of misfit dislocations present in them [15]. For the same interfacial crystallography, misfit dislocation densities increase as Cu-V < Cu-Mo < Cu-Nb.

Because of its insolubility, He does not permeate into metals from the atmosphere [16]. Instead, it must be implanted at high kinetic energy. Upon coming to rest in a solid, He diffuses until it reaches a trapping site, which—in nanocomposites such as those that motivated this study—is nearly always a semicoherent interface or, more specifically, a discrete site within it known as a misfit dislocation intersection (MDI), illustrated in Fig. 1. MDIs are an intrinsic part of semicoherent interfaces [17,18]. Experiments have shown that, on average, ~25 He atoms may be stored at each MDI without forming a bubble [19]—far in excess of the number expected from solubility arguments [20].

Since no experimental method is currently capable of investigating individual He atoms in solids, we turn to atomistic modeling. We choose to model Cu-Nb interfaces because they have been extensively characterized [17,21,22] and a validated embedded atom method interatomic potential is available to describe Cu-Nb-He bonding [23,24]. In this potential, interactions of He with other atoms are described using a two-body term that was constructed based on density functional theory calculations and therefore does not represent van der Waals interactions [25,26]. This, however, does not pose a difficulty in our study because such interactions are negligible at interatomic distances characteristic of He in solid Cu and Nb, namely, 2–3 Å. The model sizes required to represent the noncoherent Cu-Nb interfaces investigated here are too large for the study to be carried out using first principles methods alone.

In this study, we implemented the following approach. We first used an atomistic simulation to determine the stable structure and energy of the isolated MDI, then used the same MDI as an initial defect in a larger bulk Cu-Nb supercell, from which we computed the energy of the bulk He-filled supercell and the He diffusion energy. Finally, we used this information to simulate the He implantation and diffusion pathways at the MDI, illustrated in Fig. 1. MDIs are an intrinsic part of semicoherent interfaces [17,18]. Experiments have shown that, on average, ~25 He atoms may be stored at each MDI without forming a bubble [19]—far in excess of the number expected from solubility arguments [20].

Since no experimental method is currently capable of investigating individual He atoms in solids, we turn to atomistic modeling. We choose to model Cu-Nb interfaces because they have been extensively characterized [17,21,22] and a validated embedded atom method interatomic potential is available to describe Cu-Nb-He bonding [23,24]. In this potential, interactions of He with other atoms are described using a two-body term that was constructed based on density functional theory calculations and therefore does not represent van der Waals interactions [25,26]. This, however, does not pose a difficulty in our study because such interactions are negligible at interatomic distances characteristic of He in solid Cu and Nb, namely, 2–3 Å. The model sizes required to represent the noncoherent Cu-Nb interfaces investigated here are too large for the study to be carried out using first principles methods alone.

FIG. 1 (color online). Stages of He introduction into MDIs at Cu-Nb interfaces.
Implantation and diffusion of He is well understood [27,28], so we focus on unit processes of He trapping at MDIs. Once He interactions with MDIs in fcc-bcc interfaces are understood, predictions of He behavior in more complex systems such as metal-oxide interfaces can be made based on the distribution of MDIs in them [19]. As a starting point for our simulations, we use a previously constructed interface model that represents the minimum energy state and experimentally determined crystallography of He-free interfaces in magnetron sputtered Cu-Nb multilayers [17,18]. Formation energies of isolated He defects computed using this model are lower at the Cu-Nb interface than in fcc Cu or bcc Nb. Within the interface, they are lowest at MDIs in the Cu terminal plane (see Supplemental Material 1 [29]).

At the implantation rate used in experiments [12,22], the average time between successive He atom arrivals near a MDI is $\sim 10$ minutes. At room temperature, this interval is sufficient not only for every implanted atom to reach an MDI before the next one arrives but also for the free volume at the MDI to equilibrate through interfacial vacancy diffusion [30,31]. Therefore, to simulate He trapping we adopt an iterative approach—detailed in Supplemental Material 2 [29]—for adding He atoms to the interface while allowing the number of vacancies in it to adjust freely.

We find that successively added He atoms aggregate into clusters, illustrated in Fig. 2. As expected, these clusters form at MDIs. Their He-to-vacancy ratio is slightly smaller than unity and decreases with increasing cluster size. Because vacancy formation energies in Nb are about twice as high as in Cu [18], He clusters grow exclusively into the Cu side of the interface. Furthermore, there is always a thermodynamic driving force for separate He clusters to join into one cluster: the sum of energies of two clusters containing $n_1$ and $n_2$ He atoms is always higher than the energy of a single cluster containing $(n_1 + n_2)$ atoms. The longevity of separate clusters at multiple MDIs must therefore be attributed to low rates of coarsening and coalescence.

Most importantly, our study revealed that there are two distinct modes of He cluster growth at Cu-Nb interfaces. As shown in Figs. 2(a)–2(c), up to $\sim 20$ He atoms, the clusters are two atomic layers thick and grow as flat platelets by increasing the interface area they occupy. When their size increases beyond 20 He atoms, however, the clusters grow by increasing their thickness one layer at a time while maintaining a constant area along the interface, as shown in Figs. 2(c)–2(e).

This change in growth mode is due to interface wetting. Three surface energies are relevant for the shape and location of the clusters in Fig. 2: the Cu-He and Nb-He surface energies $\gamma_{\text{CuHe}}$ and $\gamma_{\text{NbHe}}$ and the interface energy $\gamma_{\text{CuNb}}$. They define an excess interface wetting energy: $W = \gamma_{\text{CuHe}} + \gamma_{\text{NbHe}} - \gamma_{\text{CuNb}}$. When $W < 0$, a He cluster has lowest energy when it is entirely within the Cu and does not touch the interface. When $W > 0$, its energy is lowest when it wets the interface—much like a water drop on a glass pane—at a contact angle that depends on the surface energies. Using molecular statics, we calculated that $\gamma_{\text{CuHe}} = 1.93 \text{ J/m}^2$, $\gamma_{\text{NbHe}} = 2.40 \text{ J/m}^2$, and the average Cu-Nb interface energy $\gamma_{\text{CuNb}} = 0.54 \text{ J/m}^2$. The average wetting energy is therefore marginally positive, suggesting that He clusters of any size should wet the interface, albeit with a high contact angle.

Over distances comparable to the dimensions of the He clusters in Fig. 2, however, $\gamma_{\text{CuNb}}$ is not uniform. We

FIG. 2 (color online). Two growth modes of He-vacancy clusters at a MDI: parallel to the interface (a)–(c); normal to the interface (c)–(e). Top row: edge-on view of Cu-Nb interface. Bottom row: in-plane view of interface Cu terminal plane.
determined its spatial variation by cutting out of the Cu layer a cylinder whose base lies in a He-free Cu-Nb interface and has a 5 Å radius. A reference cylinder of the same dimensions is cut from an identically oriented block of fcc Cu. The energy difference between the two cylinders is used to compute the local value of $\gamma_{\text{CuNb}}$ on a patch of radius 5 Å. Scanning the location of the first cylinder over the interface, $\gamma_{\text{CuNb}}$ is found to vary with position as shown in Fig. 3: ~1 nm²-size patches with $\gamma_{\text{CuNb}}$ as high as 0.8 J/m² are separated by regions with $\gamma_{\text{CuNb}}$ as low as 0.4 J/m².

The spatial heterogeneity of $\gamma_{\text{CuNb}}$ explains the change in growth mode of He clusters at Cu-Nb interfaces. The high-energy patches coincide with MDIs and have large positive $W$ values. Small He clusters therefore grow by wetting these regions at low contact angles. Once a cluster has grown larger than ~1 nm², however, $W$ becomes negative in the area between MDIs and no further wetting is possible. Subsequent growth of the cluster proceeds into the Cu layer while its area of contact with the interface remains unchanged.

A remarkable consequence of how the clusters grow is that there is a rapid decrease in $\frac{\partial E_v}{\partial V}$—the derivative of the cluster’s surface energy $E_s$ with respect to its volume $V$—when the growth mode changes, illustrated in Fig. 4. This has important consequences for the stability of He clusters under irradiation. For a fixed number of He atoms, $\frac{\partial E_v}{\partial V}$—the rate of change of $V$—is determined by net fluxes of point defects into a cluster: a net flux of vacancies increases $V$ while a net flux of interstitials decreases it. Each net flux, in turn, is a difference between two contributions: a flux of radiation-induced defects into the cluster minus the outward flux of defects created at the cluster surface by thermal emission. Because of the high formation energy of interstitials, their thermal emission may be neglected. On the other hand, the concentration of thermally emitted vacancies at the cluster surface [33,34], $c_v^{\text{surface}} = c_v^{\text{eq}} e^{-\frac{\Delta E_v}{k_B T}}$, generally cannot be neglected and is highly sensitive to $\frac{\partial E_v}{\partial V}$.

Net defect fluxes may be used to calculate $\dot{V}$ as a function of $V$. We computed these fluxes for experimental irradiation conditions [12,22] from a system of continuum reaction-diffusion equations using the finite element method (FEM), as described in Supplemental Material 3 [29]. We described the shape of clusters at different stages of growth by a simple spherical cap model, illustrated in the inset of Fig. 4. This model was parametrized using only the location-dependent $\gamma_{\text{CuNb}}$ values in Fig. 3, but it represents $\frac{\partial E_v}{\partial V}$ remarkably well: the solid line in Fig. 4 was computed analytically from the model with no further fitting.

Figure 5 compares $\dot{V}(V)$ for an 18-atom He cluster at a Cu-Nb interface and in perfect fcc Cu. The latter has two equilibrium values of $V$, where $\dot{V} = 0$: a stable equilibrium point at low volume (perturbations in $V$ create $\dot{V}$ values that restore equilibrium) and an unstable one at high volume (perturbations in $V$ grow). This corresponds to the well-known distinction between stable He-filled “bubbles” and unstable “voids” that grow indefinitely by vacancy capture [33,34].

By contrast, $\dot{V}(V)$ for the interfacial He cluster shows three equilibrium points: two stable ones at low volume and an unstable one at high volume. The latter is the critical volume required to form an unstable interface void. The stable equilibrium point of higher volume is an approximately spherical bubble, analogous to bubbles in single crystals. The lower volume equilibrium point, however, is a new type of stable He cluster: an interfacial He platelet.
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\caption{(color online). $\dot{V}(V)$ for an 18-atom He cluster at a Cu-Nb interface and in perfect fcc Cu.}
\end{figure}

such as those shown in Figs. 2(a)–2(c). These platelets owe their remarkable stability under irradiation to their relatively high \(\frac{e}{V}\) value at low volume, shown in Fig. 4, and lose stability as \(\frac{e}{V}\) drops when the He cluster growth mode changes. The He clusters in Figs. 2(d) and 2(e) are beyond the range of stable volumes computed using our FEM models and would therefore grow rapidly by vacancy capture into approximately spherical He filled bubbles.

Nanoscale He bubbles at interfaces are typically revealed via through-focus imaging in transmission electron microscopy (TEM) [9]. He platelets [Figs. 2(a)–2(c)] may be too small to resolve using this technique. Our finding, however, does explain why a critical He concentration is required to observe bubbles using TEM at interfaces in magnetron sputtered multilayers [12–14]: as the number of He atoms in a platelet increases, the range of volumes at which it is stable shrinks and eventually vanishes. Our FEM calculations predict that, under experimental conditions, this occurs when there are 21 atoms in the cluster, in good agreement with previous deductions of 25 atoms per MDI [19]. Once the platelet shape becomes unstable under irradiation, the cluster volume grows until it reaches the next stable equilibrium point, shown in Fig. 5, resulting in a 150\% volume increase and an approximately spherical bubble that can be resolved by TEM [9].

The existence of stable, interface-wetting He platelets has far-reaching implications for the design of He-resistant materials for future fusion and advanced fission reactors. For example, we calculate that, in the experiments that motivated this work, the volume of such platelets is nearly three times smaller than that of bubbles in fcc Cu with the same number of He atoms. Platelets therefore store He more efficiently than spherical bubbles and lead to less He-induced swelling prior to void formation.

Stable nanoscale He platelets are not restricted to fcc-bcc model interfaces. On the contrary, they may be ubiquitous: all that is required for their formation is an interface whose location-dependent energy gives rise to wetting by He on isolated interface patches. In fact, by controlling interface structure, the size and distribution of interfacial wetting regions may be designed: e.g., MDIs may be arranged to link up into continuous pathways for controlled He outgassing. To ensure that implanted He reaches such designer interfaces before forming immobile clusters or bubbles within crystalline grains, materials with a large interface area per unit volume are required. The nanolaminates that motivated this study are one example of such materials. Nanoferritic alloys [35], which contain a high density of nanoscale oxide precipitates, are another. Platelet formation may occur during the initial stages of He trapping at interfaces between these precipitates and the surrounding Fe matrix. This may explain the high initial resistance of nanoferritic alloys to He-induced damage and suggests that it may be further enhanced through improved control of the matrix-precipitate interfaces.
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